This one may appear strange as part of “The Science in YL”, but it is! Knowledge of the world begins
with awareness of what actually exists, and unfortunately, humanity is way behind. That’s why we
are still in such a mess. A while ago, people didn’t know that the world is a globe. Until today, the
knowledge that the Earth is a ball is not manifested in language - a fact that Buckminster Fuller
mentioned in the 1950’s. People still say worldwide, referring to a flat surface, whereas Bucky said
“worldaround”. So we do in YL. As a reminder of how stupidly behind our oh so clever scientific
industrial society is. There are plenty of misconceptions in our minds that are driving factors current
societies’ deeds, causing the horrors, suffering and unsustainability of today. We will not address
them here, but simply point to the most important fact - which is:
“The solutions for a global, peaceful, just, thriving and sustainable, a sacred civilization exist. They
are created and implemented by ordinary citizens and teens, and can therefore (of course) be
replicated by the same in a million places. Even the support networks exist!”
This is not wishful thinking. This is stated very clearly by very concrete-thinking changemaking
organizations, such as www.ashoka.org. Go browse 3,000 social entrepreneurs whose innovations
have been replicated on national levels, many of which can be scaled globally. You can study 100
well illustrated Eco-Tipping Point stories turning vicious cycles into virtuous cycles of abundance in
all sorts of fields. Then, there are our teen-driven mega solutions, which are of course replicable
globally - by teens at school. There exist many more.
*A Bright New World IS HAPPENING,* and we can take it everywhere!
This is a most powerful recognition beyond the tangible solutions. It tells us that we truly can achieve
a global civilization of peace and abundance for all in our lifetime! True, not with these adult generations.
Just as monarchist or authoritarian societies cannot create a vibrant, peaceful democracy. But with
a new, different young generation, which grows up differently, with the mind-, feel and do-set of a
sustainable society competent of co-creating inner and outer peace and abundance for all. The
solutions, the myriad of puzzle pieces exist, we simply need to replicate them.
This knowledge adds VISION, an encompassing aim to walk towards, and tangible hope, courage,
determination to let go of the unsustainable models, pathways and careers. This is new, and cricual,
since Future Sciences tell us that the future is created by trends, innovation, accidents and VISION.
Even your next week-end trip begins with vision. Right? Shaping a sustainable civilization requires
Vision. This vision is visually manifested in these solutions. There is no reason for doubt. They exist.
YL alone gives you all those tools - the solutions, the role models, the world’s greatest changemakers
(no such youth have walked the planet in human history, you can meet them for real), the media
culture, the back-up of educational concepts and simple methods, the global student club community,
building a CV stunning even conventional employers. It’s available in 19 languages, fit for call the
classrooms and homes in the world.
The hardest bit is to decide to leave the old life behind and be the solution. To qualify not only as
inhabitant, but as a co-creator of a global civilization of awesome for all. Living your hero/ine.

